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Carmel Finley, All the Fish in the Sea: Maximum Sustainable Yield and
the Failure of Fisheries Management (Chicago and London: The Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 2011), xii + 210 pp., illus., $35.00.

In 1951, as the United States and Japan negotiated a post-World War II
peace treaty, an American diplomat wrote to his scientific colleague.
The correspondence explained his decision to remove a portion of the
proposed treaty regarding fishing rights from diplomatic discussions.
Even though most other negotiations concluded heavily in favor of
American interests, Japanese access to high seas fisheries was a con-
tentious enough topic that it had to be postponed until after peace had
been established (p. 108). The United States risked a dangerous delay of
peace between the two nations if he did not remove the treaty language
proposed by his colleague. Carmel Finley traces how the innocuous-
seeming topics of fishing rights and fisheries science became important
enough to potentially stall diplomatic negotiations. The merging of
fisheries management and Cold War politics exploded in the mid-
twentieth century, thereby allowing one fisheries theory, Maximum
Sustainable Yield (MSY), to dominate scientific and political discourse.
MSY attempts to scientifically establish the optimal number of fish that
can be sustainably extracted from a fishery. The only problem, Finley
argues, is that MSY was founded upon little to no scientific evidence
and, therefore, threatens to devastate global marine ecology to this day.

All the Fish in the Sea describes how such a dubious theory became
the dominant scientific principle in international fisheries management.
The United States fishing industry required legal protection for its
invasion of the high seas while Cold War politics simultaneously
necessitated American naval and commercial access to Pacific waters.
MSY fisheries management offered access to international waters and
the ability to quickly extract large amounts of biological resource from
the oceans, both boons after World War II. Finley argues that while
science did not support MSY, American political interests pushed the
theory into international treaties and scientific conferences. The main
culprit of her narrative is Wilbert McLeod Chapman, an American
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fisheries scientist and advocate for United States national and com-
mercial fishing interests.

Finley follows Chapman, his associates, and the ascent of MSY using
a wide array of political, scientific, and personal archival materials. The
author faithfully engages American and Japanese sources while
remaining focused on their Pacific conflict over fisheries management.
Despite the United States’ advantage in post-war negotiations, the
Japanese government’s investment in large, industrial fishing fleets
eventually overtook the smaller, more-independent American fleet. Not
only does the comparison of American fishing ideology to Japanese
fishing strategies allow the book to masterfully incorporate American
records with Japanese sources, it also complicates the idea of the high
seas being a ‘‘tragedy of the commons,’’ where individual fishermen
depleted the shared global fish populations. The large-scale investment
in fishing infrastructure by multiple nations, especially Japan, challenges
the assumption that ‘‘individuals’’ deplete oceanic resources.

Finley crafts engaging and readable prose to describe a complex
event, the establishment of MSY as a dominant biological theory. By
doing so, she successfully illustrates how scientific policy is not always
the result of scientific knowledge. However, the book is clearly aimed at
conservationists, marine scientists, and policy-makers and the prose is
correspondingly journalistic as a result. All the Fish in the Sea should
definitely be on top of this target audience’s reading lists, especially
those for students of marine conservation. Unfortunately, the text’s
accessibility to a broad audience has also caused the author to avoid an
in-depth analysis of some historical materials presented in the narrative.
The book’s historical intervention reads, at best, as a strong externalist
account of biological oceanography and, at worst, as the triumph of
unsavory political machinations over good, old-fashioned scientific
progress.

A good example of this circumvention occurs when Finley introduces
the supposed scientific basis for MSY, a single graph with no quanti-
tative measurements on its axes. The graph represents the idea that not
enough fishing wasted oceanic resources. Finley leans heavily upon the
fact that this model did not represent the codification of quantitative,
empirical evidence. The graph will most likely shock her intended
readers, especially those who put faith in the scientific method as a
neutral arbiter for environmental policy. Finley also makes a very
convincing argument for global fisheries reform by pointing out this
graph’s role in the establishment in international fisheries regulation:
‘‘Chapman’s high-seas policy implied that it was based on science, but…
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[A]s Chapman presented [the graph], MSY was just an idea, a concept
with limited theoretical basis, and no experimental or observational
backing’’ (p. 93). However, by making a strong intervention in current
policy, Finley sometimes avoids a thorough historical contextualization
of her actors or their application of science to policy decisions. MSY is
continually treated with disdain and presented as non-science
throughout the monograph, which is an odd strategy for history of
biology text. The lack of a generous historical analysis is regrettable
since the author presents a treasure trove of material on biological
theory, policy, and international politics.

The last chapter of the book does make some great observations on
international marine politics and science, making it an invaluable
chapter for historians of biology and international policy. I sincerely
hope she expands upon her work in the future by providing us a broader
monograph on biological theories and international regulation. And if
the historian of science can set aside the book’s broad audience aim, he
or she can appreciate this work as a specific, readable, and compelling
contribution to the history of biology and international policy that is
well-suited for graduate seminars and essential for classes on marine
conservation. In some ways, All the Fish in the Sea does for biology
what recent studies in global climate change have done for physical
oceanography and atmospheric science. Finley’s monograph is a
brilliant exploration of Cold War international politics and scientific
intrigue.

Rodolfo John Alaniz
University of California
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